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Board Meeting – March 12, 2012 

21st Floor – Conference Room 1 

 
Present Board Members:  

- Diane McLeod, Vice Chair (DM) 
- Andrew Bedar, Member (AB) 
- Mark Trivett, Member (MT) 
- Carol Steinberg, Member (CS) 
- Raymond Glazier, Executive Office on Elder Affairs Designee 

 
and 
 

- Thomas Hopkins, Executive Director (TH) 
- Kate Sutton, Program Coordinator/Clerk for Proceedings (KS) 

 
Members Not Present: 

- Gerald LeBlanc, Member (GL) 
- Donald Lang, Chair (DL) 
- Walter White, Executive Office of Public Safety Designee (WW) 
- Myra Berloff, Massachusetts Office on Disability Designee (MB) 

 
 
1) Incoming:  Planet Fitness, 108 Clematis Ave., Waltham (C11-035) 
TH - initially complaint 
 - hearing held 
 - reversed the swing of the door and installed handrails 
 - fine hearing had been scheduled 
 
 CS - send resolution letter to all and cancel fine hearing 
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 MT  - Second - carries 
 

2) Discussion: First Korean Church, 35 Magazine St., Cambridge (V11-115) 
TH - originally set April 1, 2012 deadline 
 - seeking a short extension to May 1, 2012 
  
 AB - grant to May 1, 2012 
 MT - second – carries 

 
3) Discussion:  Exchange Hall, 2 School St., Acton (V11-110) 
TH - original deadline was March 1, 2012 

- seeking 60 day extension 
  
 CS - grant until May 1, 2012 
 MT - second - carries 
  
 

- Walter White, Executive Office of Public Safety Designee (WW) – now present 
- Myra Berloff, Massachusetts Office on Disability Designee (MB) – now present 
- Donald Lang, Chair (DL) – now present 

 
 
4)  Incoming: Bright Horizons Early Education Center, 2456 Mass. Ave., Cambridge (V12-046) 
TH - EXHIBIT – application 
 - 30.16.2, knee clearance at children’s toilets, proposing 14 inches 
  
 MB - grant, as proposed 
 AB - second – carries  
 
 
5)  Incoming: Cedar Glenn Rehab Center, 15 Kirkbride Drive, Danvers (V12-052) 
TH - EXHIBIT – application 
 - 120 bed nursing home 
 - seeking one variance to not install permanent shower seat 
 
 MB - grant 
 DM - second - carries 
 
 
6)  Incoming: Multiple Sidewalk and Curb Cut locations, Somerville (V11-201, multiple complaint docket 
numbers) 
 
TH - previous hearing before the Board (2/6/12) 
 - met with 5 people from the City 
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 - seeking an additional 30 days  
 
 CS - April 15, 2012 
 DM - second – carries  
 
 
7)  Discussion: Samuel May House, Becker College, 960 Main St., Leicester (V11-132) 
TH - had given them time to make decisions about use of the second floor of the Samuel May House 

- received letter from college regarding plans for the second floor, propose to not use the second floor 
and will rope off each staircase at the first floor 

 - emailed decisions and letter from Becker to Leicester Town Manager 
  

MB - need a signed affidavit that gets registered regarding use of the second floor 
AB - second - carries 
  

 
8)  Incoming: St. Marie Church, 30 Grafton St., Lowell (V12-047) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - church fire  
 - seeking to use certified appraisal 
 - the work is over 30% 
 - seeking variance to use the certified appraised value 
 - assessor’s letter shows that there is an assessed value that is current 
 

WW - deny the request to submit a certified appraised value, based on the fact that a current assessed 
value does exist, based on 521 CMR 5 

MT - second – carries 
 
 
9) Incoming Discussion: Osaka Lucky Restaurant, 516-522 Shirley St., Winthrop (V12-011) 
TH - previously before the Board and proposed landing and ramp with handrails 
 - seeking to change to walkway 
 
 MB - grant, as proposed 
 DM - second – carries 
 
 
10)  Discussion: Berkshire Hall, Berkshire School, 245 North Undermountain Rd., Sheffield (V07-193) 
TH - came before the Board for a fine hearing and time commitment for installation of elevator, intend to 
start in August, to be done by September 2013 (the date that the Board originally ordered) 
 

DM - accept submittal and reiterate future submittals  
 AB - second - carries 
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11)  Discussion: Berkshire Museum, 39 South St., Pittsfield (V07-170) 
TH - sent first status report on February 28th 
 - just wanted to update board that the report was submitted 
 
 DM - accept the submittal 
 MT - second - carries  
 
  
12)  Incoming: Multi-use Building, 541 Mass. Ave., Acton (V12-048) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - two story building plus basement 
 - seeking to rent out second floor, first and basement level accessible from exterior 
 - lift estimated to be $184,000 
 
 MB - deny 
 DM - second – carries 
  
  
13) Incoming Discussion: Southwest Reconstruction of Charlesgate Wes Bowker Overpass, Boston  (V12-017) 
TH - previously ordered 4 inch curbstone 
 - providing it at an angle instead of straight up 
 
 CS - grant 
 AB - second - carries 
  
  
14) Advisory Opinion: Rolf Jensen Associates, James McLaughlin, 521 CMR 20.6 
TH - minimum cane barrier height detection requirement 
 - open risers and just a piece of pipe for “cane detection” 
  
 CS - violation of 20.7, since not a “barrier”, and 27.2, regarding open risers 
 AB - second – carries  
 

 
15) Incoming:  Dreamland Theater, 17 South Water St., Nantucket (V12-057)  
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - new construction 
 - box office ticket counter, 14.7, height to the counter is 37.5” (1 ½ inches off) 
 - no cost given 
 
 MB - deny variance to 14.7 
 DM - second – carries 
 
TH - 20.11.2a, requirement for second means of accessible egress, requirement for area of rescue assistance 
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 - agreed to fix the signage, but the variance is for the lack of wheelchair spaces outside the door 
 - the landing is 48 inches wide 
 
 MB - deny variance to 20.11.2a 
 DM - second – carries 
 
TH - front door hardware, there is thumb latches 
 - propose to disengage thumb latches during normal admission hours 
 - 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Memorial Day to Labor Day 
 - 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. otherwise 
 
 MB  - deny variance for thumb latches 
 DM - second – carries 
 
TH - l-shaped bathroom, meets all dimensions 
 
 MB - grant as proposed 
 AB - second – carries 
 
TH - 24.5, proposing handrails on only one side of the outside aisles 
 
 MB - grant 
 AB - second – carries  
 
 
16) Incoming Discussion: Partial Retail Space, Furniture Store, 140-144 Berkley St., Boston (V12-043) 
TH - previously presented to the Board 
 - incline lift in the common hallway of the building 
 - met with the tenants and their architect 

- now proposing to install a vertical wheelchair lift within the tenant space, which will serve all 3 levels 
of the store 

  
 CS - grant as proposed 
 DM - second – carries  
 
TH  - corner entrance with steps seeking to maintain 
  
 CS - grant as proposed 
 MT - second – carries 
 
TH - need to contact the owner about the common areas 
 - and elevator controls  
 
 CS - instruct TH to contact the building owner regarding common areas 
 MT - second – carries 
 
 CS - require that the lift and the accessible entrance be completed by November 15, 2012, with both 
written and visual verification, and directional signage 
 DM - second – carries  
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17) Incoming: Sinclair, 50 Church St., Cambridge (V12-055) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - reconstruction for music venue and restaurant 
 - no 3.7 analysis done, but conceded 30% rule 
 - petitioners seek relief for 28.1 for within the tenant space 
 - seeking to use the common area elevator 
 - change in level at one side of the mezzanine 
 - Commission on Disability is opposed to the variance 
 
 CS - deny 
 AB - Second - carries 
 
 
18) Incoming Discussion: Sunshine Early Ed Center, 302A Harvard St., Brookline (V12-027) 
TH - presented on 2/27/12, but made mistake 
 - said the project was a reconfiguration that 9 student classrooms 
 - it is actually one classroom for  9 students  
 
 MB - deny 
 DM - second – carries 
 
 
19) Incoming:  Papa John’s Pizza, 439 Pittsfield Rd., Lenox (V12-053) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - tenant fit-out 
 - work performed 
 - no 3.7 analysis 
 - seeking variance to 7.2.2, counter folds down 
 - cost to fix it is $5,000.00 
 - before the fit-out, building inspector wrote to the architect about the lack of compliance with the 

counter 
 
 MB - deny 
 DM - second – carries 
  
 
20) Incoming: Proposed Hair Salon, 62-74 Essex St., Boston  (V12-050) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - creating new entrance 
 - seeking variance for the new entrance 
 - space is served by another entrance 
 - 46 inches in height difference at the new entrance 
 

DM - grant on the condition that directional signage placed at the new inaccessible entrance, and 
accessible entrance open same hours and clear path of travel at the interior, and submit floor plan of 
the proposed hair salon 
WW - second – carries  

 
 
21) Discussion: Questions on cases of the day 
DL - 25 Mt. Auburn Street case, troubled by the fact that they can’t create access 
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DM - surprised that no letter from the disability commission 
 
DL - would prefer to not administer the Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge, because of history with the building 
 
 
 
22) Hearing: Proposed Stairway on corner of Hancock St. & East Squantum St., Quincy (V11-191) 
DL - call to order at 11 a.m. 
 - introduce the Board 
 
John Gilloa, City of Quincy (JG) 
Frank Tramontozzi, Mayor’s Office (FT) 
Chris Roy, BETA Group (CR) 
Kien Ho, BETA Group (KH) 
 
DL - all sworn in  
 - EXHIBIT 1 – AAB1-14 
 
WW - went to North Quincy HS and was head of Quincy Building Department for years 
 - but will not bias his ability to hear the decision 
 
KH - intersection improvement for 1500 feet 
 - 3 major routes that the students use 
 - first route along Hancock Street at existing sidewalk (600 feet from Hancock and east squantum 
intersection) 
 - second route along east squantum 
 - third route is over the grass at the intersection 
 - the location of the stairway, proposed for safety issue 

- improving sidewalk along Hancock and east squantum, and would like to define clear path for 
students, to make it safe 

 - 400 foot path across grass 
 - 10 feet from road to parking lot, 15% slope 
 
DL - what happens when walk across the grass, then walk within the parking lot, or across the grass again 
 KH - have noticed both going thru the parking lot and going thru the grass center area at the parking 
lot 
  
KH - ramp would require about 200 feet of ramp, and additional 400 feet of travel, same distance 
 - concern with cars within the parking lot as well  
 - show landscaping and rendering for Hancock street crosswalk, proposing fencing to make sure 
students all cross the street in one location 
  
JG - zero vehicle conflicts by using the sidewalks 
 - straight route 
  
DL - what about use patterns? 
 - do most of the students come from which location? 
 KH - approximately 400 students cross Hancock street at the existing crosswalk across from 
McDonalds 
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DL - submit digital versions of the Board and accept them as Exhibit 2 
 
RG - grade of sidewalk? 
 RH - less than 5% 
 
JG - drop-off area along east squantum street 
 
WW - how did they measure the distance? 
 - not putting path across the green 
 KH - yes, because of safety concern 
 
MB - what surrounds the school for neighborhood? 
 KH - mainly businesses, but mainly from the east squantum street area 
  
MB - evening activities and more than just school 
 - is this route something that the other kids would travel, or are the majority of kids going to use the 
stairs and cut thru the parking lot 
  
KH - design of the intersection is designed safely for pedestrians for the high school and the adjacent train 
station 
 - also creating large drop-off area along East Squantum St. 
 
JG - not sure if someone would choose to traverse the ramp with a friend because just as fast to traverse the 
stairs and meet them at the bottom of the ramp at the same time 
 
RG - why not just put a fence at that corner 
 
JG - because continuously broken when fence put in place 
  
FT - two paths are down Hancock street and east squantum, even use the hill in the winter months 
  
MB - perception is that it is a shorter path to go down the hill 
  
FT - 400 feet from corner to front door, if went straight 
 - ramps would be 600 feet 
 - would take more time to use the ramp 
 
DL - if fence wrapped around the corner, then will be broken? 
 KH - yes, that is the experience 
 
KH - design has moved forward significantly, technically infeasible to provide a 200 foot walkway 
 
CS - once stairway is built, more apt to go down the stairs 
 - would like to see the fence 
 - inviting kids to walk into the parking lot, which is a safety issue 
 - it would be better to prevent access to the parking  
 - why not just block off 
 
KH - if not built, then kids will continue to use it, very unsafe 
 
JG - the parking in the lot in front of the entrance is for teachers only and it is a one way path of travel 
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MT - cost of overall cost of the project, but don’t see the cost of the proposed stairs 
 KH - $200,000.00 noted in application does not include the route 
 CR - stairs will cost approximately $20,000.00 
 
DL - stair for $20,000.00? 
 KH - concrete stair 
 - railings would cost $20,000.00 for public construction 
 
CR - when originally submitted application, were not talking about cost at the time, technically infeasible 
 
DM - center green, what is the surface? 
 
RT - little bit of a hill 
 
DM - there does seem to be substantial benefit, because similar path of travel 
 - put wrought iron fence 
 
RT - put wrought iron fence, since can’t fit ramp in this location 
 
DL - any public hearings on this? 
 - any disability commission input? 
 
RT - 25% plan meeting and public hearing 
  
MB - would like to hear parent advisory council 
  
 CS - continue to have the petitioners submit information regarding costs for stairs and ramp and 
testimony from disability commission and parents advisory council, and test drawings 
 MB - second, what about moving path a little further down Hancock Street 
 CS - accept plan of alternate path of travel 
  - no later than May 15, 2012 
  - carries 
  
 
23) Hearing: 248 Newbury Street, Boston (V12-224) 
DL - call to order at 1:00 p.m. 
 - introduce the Board 
 
Steve Handler, Rep. of 248 Newbury St., Boston (SH) 
Sidney Handler, Rep. of 248 Newbury St., Boston (SiH) 
Guy Grassi, Architect (GG) 
 
DL - GG sworn in  
 - EXHIBIT 1 – AAB1-28 
 
GG - townhouse on Newbury Street, currently a lodging facility on all floors, with owner’s office on the first 
floor 
 - private office at the first floor, not open to the public 
 - converting the basement from two-lodging rooms to one retail space  
 - currently stair in the middle that takes you to the first floor 
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- proposing to create a set of stairs from sidewalk to the basement space, currently no entrance at the 
basement level from Newbury Street 

 - 6 foot grade change from sidewalk to basement floor level 
- propose set of stairs from sidewalk to mid level, then stairs from midlevel to the entrance and then 
three steps down once inside the space 

 - only alternative would be a 70 foot ramp to the basement level from the sidewalk (technically 
infeasible) 
 - only other way would be to remove historic front stoop and doorway and create at-grade entrance and 
then interior lift/elevator ($150,000.00), this would create approximately $280,000.00 loss over 10 years 
 - would also require approval of Back Bay Historical Commission 
 - ground floor at the rear is currently at the same grade as the back alley, only a 3 inch step up currently 
 - other alternative would be incline chairlift, which would be out in the elements  
 
DL - length of travel from front entrance to the rear entrance? 
 GG - approximately 3-400 feet 
  
DL - leased parking spaces? 
 GG - they are spaces that the building owners own 
 
MB - curbing? 
 GG - that is a public sidewalk, but some people, when repaving, do pave right up to the curb, could 
just create curb cut 
 
MB - (TAPE) 
 
DL - any drawings for plan entrance at rear? 
 GG - not yet, but would just plan to change the door hardware 
 
CS - route shown on site map? 
 GG - no, but would propose lighting and an awning and a buzzer/intercom system 
 
DM - taking out the granite? 
 GG - yes, may saw cut 
  - everything on the inside will be new 

- bathroom shown on the plan is just a place holder, may not need a public toilet room for the 
tenant 

  
 MB - grant the variance for the lack of access at the front entrance to the proposed retail space 
  - on the condition that the rear entrance complies in full 
  - awning over the rear doorway and lighting, signage in the front, directing to the accessible 
  - front and rear doors open at the same time 
  - an accessible route provided to the door, perhaps a raised curb 
 DM - second – carries 
 
 
24) Discussion: Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, Boston 
CS - announcement about narrow stairs and announcement about wheelchairs 
 
TH - granted them time to provide the modified publications and the narrow wheelchair  
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25) Incoming: Marita Palavicini, 4 Neptune Rd., East Boston (V12-054) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - remodeling first floor space 
 - building a unisex toilet room at the first floor, seeking variance to allow providing public toilet rooms 
in the basement, seeking to also provide no vertical access to the basement 
 - they are spending over 30% 
  
 MB - grant, on the condition that nothing else but storage in the basement and the accessible unisex 
toilet room at the first floor as proposed 
 MT - second – carries 
 
 MB - grant location of unisex toilet room 
 DM - second – carries 
 
TH - toilet room does not meet 72” x 90” dimensions, providing 60” by 11’ 11”. 
 - no 42” next to the sink and the toilet 
 

CS - grant the first to request on the condition that the proposed unisex toilet room complies with 
521 CMR 30 

 DM - second – carries 
 
 DM - revise the plan for the area of rescue assistance to provide compliant area of rescue assistance 
 MT - second - carries 
 
26) Discussion: Casa B, 253 Washington St., Somerville (V11-139) 
TH - issued a decision and canceled the hearing based on the proposed access to the second floor 
 - there were 5 conditions to the decision of the board 
 - sent an email to the petitioners to follow-up regarding the conditions that were met 
 - then there was a Boston Globe review of the restaurant 
 - “the upstairs floor is a glorified hallway” 
 
MB - they stated that the lower level was overflow seating and the upper level was primary hearing 
  
TH - asked for pictures of seating on the first floor 
 - sent a picture of the sign at the front door 
 
 CS - schedule a hearing regarding the lack of compliance with the order of the Board 
 WW - second – carries 
 
 
27) Hearing: Mixed Use Building, 25 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge (V11-120) 
DM - called to order at 2:05 p.m.  (DL not present) 
 - introduce the Board 
  
Dennis Rieske, Architect (DR) 
Charles Reggio, Dowse, Inc. (CR)  
 
DM - both sworn in 
 - Exhibit 1 – AAB1-65 
 
DR  - actually 5 entrances to the building, large mill building 
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 - building is the same as it was in 1972 
 - over the years there have been some tenant renovations 
 - there was a large common area renovation in the 1980’s 
 - under the same ownership for several years 
 - exterior restoration work exceeded 30% of the value of the building 
 - 1862, 1870, 1877, 1889, 1907, construction history of the building 
 
DM - construction history, to be submitted as Exhibit 2 
 
DR - basement level plan, AAB35 
 - all green at ground floor is accessible 
 - width of door to 27 Mt. Auburn St. is not a compliant width 
 - proposing auto-opener 
 - 25 Mt. Auburn St. 
 - 10 Arrow St., was probably a small office when the building was a publishing mill 
 - building is right on the sidewalk 
 - at 10 Arrow St., accessed by set of stairs 
 - 12 Arrow St., second entrance into 25 Mt. Auburn, with a step at the sidewalk, a door with another step 
and then steps up and down 
 
DM - what are the majority of the businesses 
 DR  - small offices 
 CR - largest tenant is an ad firm 
  - second largest is Harvard Edu 
 
DR - 14 Arrow St., entrance is accessible, but enters into intermediate level with stairs up and down 
 CR - AAB14 shows how much the building is cut up 
 - there is only one central stair and no elevator within 14 Arrow St. 
 
DM - seeking relief for the entrances  
DR - third floor space is a majority of PJA (an ad firm space) 
 
AB - (TAPE) 
 
CS - AAB46, picture shows entrance to 14 Mt. Auburn says, accessible entrance at 25 Mt. Auburn Street 
 - no entrances on Arrow St. that are accessible, only accessible entrance is at 25 Mt. Auburn 
 DR - yes 
  - technologically infeasible due to the existing stairs at each of the entrances along Arrow St. 
  - 10 Arrow Street is up 6 steps 
 
MB - 10 Arrow St., would like to know if there are other accessible features provided 
 - do need another set of handrails, no 18” at the latch pull side 
 CR - at least a 36” door 
 - is the first step from the street right on the sidewalk? 
 DR - yes, and the handrail is extended as far as possible 
 
DR - at 10 Arrow St., as soon as you get in the front door, two additional steps to enter the tenant space  
CR - right now the space is rented by a sorority 
 
MB - is this one of the tenants that has access to the conference room? 
 CR - yes 
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DR - after a meeting with Tom Hopkins, CR met sent out a letter to the tenants requesting that they submit 
information about their visitors 
 - based on the information returned, the conference room needs were determined 
 - conference room is booked thru Dowse Inc. for use 
 - all of the toilet rooms are locked 
 - AAB 36, shows the conference room, which is presently a storage room 
 CR - 9’ x 12’ conference room (AAB20) 
 - plan to remove 2 of the existing toilets on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd floors to create a unisex toilet room at 
each of those floors 
  
 MB - grant for 10 Arrow St., based on tech. infeasibility, on the condition compliant handrails at 
both sides provided, auto-opener 
 AB - second – carries 
 
 MB - grant full relief for 12 Arrow St., on the condition that directional signage provided 
 MT - second – carries 
 
CS - why not a lift? 
 DR - because of the multiple changes in elevation, there is no feasible way to create access 
 
CS - is there another conference room available 

CR - there are only 5 tenants that don’t have an accessible portion of their space (only 5 out of 28 
tenant spaces) 

  
 MB - grant the variance for the lack of access at 14 Arrow St., based on tech. infeasible and exc. cost 
without benefit to persons with disabilities 
 MT - second – carries 
 
MB - how wide is the doorway at 27 Mt. Auburn 
 CR - clearance is 29 inches 
  - propose to install auto-openers 
  - no space for off-set hinges 
 
MB - looked at a different door? 
 
 MB - continue the discussion regarding 27 Mt. Auburn St., to have the petitioners submit more 
information about how much clearance can be provided if door changed 
 AB - second – carries 
 
MB - why two colors at 25 Mt. Auburn St. 
 DR - protruding object of master box (AAB43) 
 
 MB - grant relief for the protruding object of the fire box, on the condition that there will be an 
obstruction below the box 
 WW - second – carries 
 
MB - is there a way to create horizontal access? 
 DR - no common space and no common hallway from 25 Mt. Auburn to 14 Arrow St., they are also 
fire walls 
 
 WW - grant relief for the lack of vertical access within 14 Arrow St. 
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 MT - second – carries 
 
DM - fourth floor portion not accessible 
 DR - the inaccessible portion of the fourth floor is more of the PJA space (third floor) 
  
 MB - grant the variance to the inaccessible portion of the 4th floor, exc. cost without substantial 
benefit 
 MT - second – carries 
 

MB - continue the hearing to have more information submitted regarding the exact areas of 
noncompliance and how noncompliant the location in question is, schedule for next available 
date 

 WW - second – carries  
 
 
 ***No More DM*** 
 
 
28) Hearing: Broadview Assisted Living Community, 547 Central St., Winchendon (V10-148) 
DL - called to order at 3:30 p.m., scheduled for 3 p.m. 
 - introduce the Board 
 
Paul Lieneck, Architect (PL) 
 
DL - PL sworn in 
 - EXHIBIT 1 AAB1-25 
 
PL - 49 dwelling units 
 - 2009 community room and sunroom addition, which triggered the 30% trigger based on 3 year 
spending 
 - existing handrail on ramp (AAB16), which shows the handrail, and description is on AAB9 
 - handrails are wrought iron and existing, 47 ½ inches in between the handrails 
 - ramp from parking to the front entrance 
 - estimated cost of the replacement is $10,000.00 
 
MT - both offered unobstructed continuous surface 
 PL - not totally because of vertical posts 
 
MB - slight slope, walkway or ramp? 
 PL - no a 1:12 ramp 
 
 WW - grant the variance for 24.3, 24.5.5 and 24.5.6 
 CS - second – carries  
 
DL - is variance required for the width between the handrails? 
 
TH - if the measurement is noted as a maximum or minimum then the tolerances from Section 2 do not 
apply 
 
DL - tolerances don’t apply since it states that the handrails shall be a minimum of 48 inches apart 
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MT - grant the variance 24.5.3, for lack of compliant continuous surface at the existing exterior 
ramp handrails 
 WW - second – carries 
 
PL - turning circle at the end of existing dead end corridors 
 - 3 locations where dead end corridors do not have turnaround circles 
 - AAB13, middle drawing, level 2, two corridors, one corridor at the right hand end of the third level 
MB - would only go down the corridor if going to a certain room 
 
 WW - grant the variance for 6.3 
 MT - second – carries 
 
PL - ramp to add to eliminate 2 steps 
 - 104 inch run, 1:10 slope, instead of 1:12 
 - width of the ramp is less than 47 ½ inches, approximately 41 1/2 inches clear 
 - the 2 steps to be eliminated  
 

WW - grant the variance for 24.2.1 and 24.3 for the installation of the ramp to eliminate the 2 steps, 
based on exc. cost without benefit 

 MT - second – carries  
 
PL - AAB13, second drawing, and photo on AAB15 

- four of the units are located at the basement level, the units are for tenants with more mobility, if their 
mobility changes, then room is changed 

  
 MB - grant the variance for 28.1, based on tech. infeasible and the cost is excessive without benefit 
for the four basement level units 
 CS - second – that there is standard policy that the tenants of the basement level units are able to 
navigate stairs 
  - carries 
 
PL - main addition in 2004, no provisions for accessible units 
 - seeking one year to comply 
 
 WW - grant a time variance for April 15, 2013 to provide the required number of Group 2 units 
 MT - second – carries with CS opposed 
 
PL - height of the urinal in the public toilet room 
 - there are accessible toilets within the new addition, as described in AAB10 
 - at 25 ½ inches, required to be 30 inches 
 - $2,000.00 to comply 
 

MB - grant the variance for 30.10.1, based on the fact that there is an accessible toilet within the 
same toilet room, exc. cost without benefit  

 MT - second – carries 
 
 
29)Discussion: Lancaster Community Center, 39 Harvard Rd., Lancaster (V10-085) 
TH - standing order to not be able to use the gym 
 - current incline lift is not working and cannot be fixed 
 - would like to use the second floor gym until the lift is installed 
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 - there will be accommodations if needed 
 
 CS - allow that the second floor gym to be open, on the condition that accommodations can be 
provided  
 MT - second - carries 
 
 
30) Discussion: Community Path, Cedar St. and Lowell St., Somerville  (V11-241) 
TH - issue with the motion, in that it was not noted the basis of the motion 
 - the city intends to submit motion for reconsideration 
  
 MB - motion to reopen 
 WW - second – carries 
 
MB - rail trail not yet built 
 - what is the benefit of a site visit 
 TH - can see the proposed location and the residential complex is being built 
 
CS - policing argument not a lot of data 

TH - the petitioners proposed to submit more information regarding the community policing as part 
of the motion for reconsideration 

  
 MB - motion to hold the decision until the Board has an opportunity to hold a site visit 
 CS - second - carries 
 
31) Discussion: Polish National Alliance, 13 Victory St., Adams (V11-141) 
TH - Petitioners seeks additional 30 days to submit the requested documents from the February 15th decision 
  
 MB - grant extension for 30 days 
 CS - second – carries 
 
32) Discussion: Five Senses School, 1381 Main St., Reading (V08-119) 
TH - Petitioner submits another extension request based on the lack of financing for the project 
 - still owes money to contractor 
 - still seeking funding for the project 
  
 MB - board has graciously allowed to operate the business without access since 2008, however 
please be advised that the Board is granting a 90 day extension to allow her to find financing for the project by 
an alternate. September 1, 2012. Have them submit financial records by May 1, 2012. 
 WW - second – carries 
 
 
33) Incoming Discussion: College Internship Program, 20 Franklin St., Lee (V11-021) 
TH - first presented on 2/6/12 and then on 2/27/12 
 - now have information regarding jurisdiction 
 - over 30% 
 - only seeking 2 variances  
 - one for unisex toilet rooms 73” x 87 ½”  
 
 AB - grant for unisex toilet room dimensions 
 CS - second – carries 
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TH - ramp to performance stage 
 - propose 36” between handrails 
 
 CS - grant for ramp clear width  
 MT  - second – carries 
 
 
34) Incoming: Former Frat House, 114 Curtis St., Somerville (V12-049) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - renovating to Tufts Office space on first floor 
 - spending over 30% 
 - seeking two variances, one for 27.2 for an existing winder staircase 
 - second and third floor not open to the public 
 - first floor is fully accessible 
  
 WW - affidavit for the second and third floor spaces are employee only spaces, and grant variance for 

wallside handrails 
 CS - second - carries 
 
TH - front entrance is accessible, seeking relief for not providing access at the rear entrance 
  
 WW - grant the variance for the lack of access at the second entrance 
 CS - second – carries 
 
35) Incoming: Pulcinella Mozzarella Bar, 78-80 Salem St., Boston (V12-056) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - basement renovation, kitchen and one employee bathroom 
 - first floor is restaurant space and vertical wheelchair lift for future space on the second floor 
 - first variance is for the use of the vertical lift to serve the first and second floor 
 - already given approval from plumbing board to use unisex accessible toilet rooms at each floor 
 
 MB - grant use of compliant vertical wheelchair lifts 
 MT - second – carries 
 
TH - 26.6.1, level landing at the exterior side of the entry door 
 - sloped landing proposed at the front entrance 
 
 MB - grant as proposed, on the condition that auto-door opener is installed, with button at the 
sidewalk 
 MT - second – carries 
 
TH - side entrance to the building 
 - not an entrance, emergency egress, stairs into the building right onto the sidewalk 
 
 MB - grant 
 WW - second – carries 
 
36) Incoming: Miller Hall, Fitchburg State University, 230 Highland Ave., Fitchburg (V12-031) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - 3 phase project, spending over $2 million 
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 - over 30% 
 - seeking 18 months to comply 
 - Phase 1, 3rd floor for 20 faculty offices and 1st floor office chair 
 - Phase 2, more faculty offices 
 - Phase 3, stairs, additional accessible restrooms at the first floor and elevator upgrades 
  
 CS - grant the 18 month time variance – withdraw 
 
TH - every floor is administration offices 
 
 WW - deny 
 MB - second – carries 
 
 
37) Discussion: Decisions from 2/27/12 
KS - vote for decisions and minutes from 2/27/12 
 
 WW - accept decisions and minutes from 2/27/12 
 MT  - second – carries with CS abstaining  

 
 
 

- End of Meeting -  


